(TN: Qu’ranic verses)
Report on the external operations
First of all, any operation must have plans and goals that need
to be achieved before it begins, and you can measure the
successes of any job if it has achieved its goal. Therefore, we
defined to ourselves three goals, since the brother had assigned
us to this mission, which are as follows:
1- Carry out an operation before the end of the year in which
we started the work.
2- Establish structure and basics for the work; we will
explain what that means later.
3- Transfer the idea and its plan to another trusted group,
who will carry some of the load for us, and we will help
them with whatever we can help, because the goal is to
attack the enemies in their territory, or attack their
interests, because these infidels are concentrating on
whoever has relationship with us, more than any other
groups that never pursued this road before.
That was our vision for the work, but have we achieved our
goals? I will say the following:
1- First goal: I confess that we have not succeeded in meeting
the first goal, due to many reasons. First of them was bad
luck and God wasn’t on our side; we had sent a number of
the brothers to Britain and Russia and Europe to be
prepared and ready to work before the end of the year, some
of them were with us before, but they had left and came
back to us and travelled again and they are Russia
(exploding the gas line or the American Embassy), Britain (
a number of targets, depending on what our brothers will
determine what will be suitable (TN: of targets) that can
fit what materials are available. According to our
knowledge, the brothers have not faced any security
problems except what the news had broadcast a few days
before the apprehension of a few British individuals, and
we are not sure if they belong to us or not, and these two

factors were the factors that we were depending on, after
God, to help reach our goal, but the situation didn’t go as
well as we wish.
But the other brothers are new and we had rushed to send them
very quickly, before their security was exposed or their
residency documents expired, and we had trained them as much as
we could in a short period of time (like, for example, the
brother who came to us and as soon as he came the Mas’ud battle
started, and had stayed two months, he spent one month on the
road and waiting and had siege with us for two when we gave him
an academic explosive course and travelled back before his
residency expired, and we have not heard from him since he left,
because it is very hard to communicate with him from our end and
the strong wiretapping from his side. We hope that we hear from
him very soon.
2- Second goal: We are not asking for a convenient atmosphere
to work in to reach our goal, but we think that to do good
and be creative at work depends on chance and on what we
can do and what is available to us, but God knows that we
have not done our best to create the correct atmosphere of
work to reach our goal. Upon that, we have discovered that
to have successful work, you have to know the basics of the
work:
A- Personnel: They must be prepared spiritually, militarily,
and psychologically to carry out this work.
B- Communications: We have to have secured methods of
communications with these people and a safe way for them to
travel back and forth, and to follow up on their news and
the world news
C- Documents: We have a large number of brothers who had spent
a long time with us and they are ready to work anywhere. In
addition, we have brothers who have some security issues
but the big problem are the legal documents; therefore, we
have to resolve this problem because the new brothers whom
we have sent very quickly, we can’t guarantee their
patience and their firmness in handling any enemy
propaganda and tribulations.

D- Execution: One of the big problems that we are facing,
even if we have all that it required to reach our goal, is
when the brother is unable to carry out the operation
because of the lack of the required tools (materials,
weapons); therefore, we have to think of a new way to
obtain these tools or invent new ways of execution.
If we would like to implement what we have discussed above,
first thing we have to face is establishing a complete
organization, which we cannot to because the lack of finance and
required cadres, and I think our job is executive work which has
to belong to us. That is why we have thought to open an office
for ourselves in Iran, to receive whoever comes to join us or
someone traveling, but we have backed off this idea because it
will be very expensive.
If we go over these points one by one, we will say the
following:
A- The people who had spent a long time with us in the jihad
battlefield, they are very well trained and prepared, but
the new personnel whom we quickly deploy, we are trying to
prepare them according to the available time and condition,
and if there is another group that is willing to stay for 6
months, then it will be possible to give them more courses
or to enter Afghanistan for more training. In the past we
have bought some artillery pieces and electronics parts, so
if someone comes to us we can train him very quickly, but
in regards to legitimate and psychology matters, it is very
easy for us more than the Sheikhs’ visits.
B- Communications: Thank God that we had a secure method to
communicate with our brothers whom we sent and we are still
working to develop these methods. We are trying to be
diversified in the method of communications and not use
just one method, as well as use a coding program and
decrease the amount of communications; trying not to send
any messages from Pakistan as often as we can.
Transportation is a big problem and for that reason we are
trying to open several offices in different places, for
example, in the near future we will send brothers to

Somalia to run the business from Somalia and we have been
trying to open another office in Turkey, but we unable to
find the suitable brother for this office, and we had sent
a brother to Iraq but he has not arrived yet.
Follow up on the news: We used to have an office to watch the
news but it got bombed. Since then, we stopped watching the
news; therefore, we are satisfied with listening to the radio
and with what we receive from the media, in addition to some
programs that belong to our work that were prepared by some
friend from Pakistan. But watching TV news channels to know new
ideas and enemy’s tactics and his tricks, also to follow up on
the international situation and discover the weak points, I
think it is very important to our work; but it is very
dangerous. That is why we live tribal lives; their news and
their worries are not world news, where our work is. But we
spend our time in reading intelligence files that have been
prepared on the forum’s site.
C- Documentation:
new personnel.

we have renewed the machines and added some

D- Execution: we have tried to solve this issue with several
ways:
1- Manufacturing the materials from raw/primary materials,
such as chlorate from salt
2- Transport the materials overseas by smuggling, after
changing their shapes and camouflaging them.
3- To make the brothers use new methods like using house
knifes, Gas or Gasoline or diesel tanks, and other means,
such as airplanes, trains, cars as killing tools.
4- Try to benefit from the brothers who were previously
convicted in trying to obtain weapons.
3- Instigating other groups and cooperating with them in this
field is a good idea, because it is better for us that
someone will share this responsibility with us and also to
disperse and scatter the enemies’ efforts, instead of

concentrating only on Al-Qa’ida, and we thank God that
there are some groups starting to cooperate with us.
Finally, in regards to targeting Denmark and Jews as per the
orders, the situation is as follows:
-

Denmark: we had sent a European group formed of 3 brothers
a long time ago to carry out an operation in Denmark and
the targets were American, but we lost our communication
with them. But we heard that they had been captured but
we’re not sure; in addition, we have another brother who
has been in jihad for long time.

-

Jews: To be informed on who we had sent previously, and who
had the capability to work in putting the Jews first (TN:
he made the Jews his priority) on his list; also, we have
been cooperating with two groups who are working in the
same fields and there is progress and we are asking God to
help.

End of the message

